
 

 

 

 

 

 

Scientific Theory 

=Constructed to explain & predict, specific, modified & rejected upon evidence, non-infallible, 
conceptual structure supported by large varied set of data.  

 Hypothesis: Specific, testable predictions derived from theories. 

Critical Thinking: Not criticism->evaluation scientific and open minded. 

-What am I being asked to believe/accept? 
-What evidence supports this? 
-Alternative ways to interpret this? 
-Additional evidence needed to help evaluate alternatives 
-What conclusion is most reliable? 

Principles of CT: 

 Extraordinary Claim: need extraordinary evidence. Eg) Aliens. 

 Testability: Test their predictions as well as those of rival theory, theories should predict 
specific outcomes without trying to explain everything, eg)’women talk more’=testable, ‘god 
is real’=untestable. 

 Occam’s Razor: AKA Principle of Parisomy, shaving off complex explanations, taking the 
simplest approach, eg)Cotteningly fairies. 

 Replicability: Findings can be duplicated consistently, not always possible (eg; sample 
issues), increases confidence in findings especially if has implications for everyday life. 

 Ruling out Rival Hypotheses: Can’t accept findings @ face value->have to challenge and 
consider alternatives. 

 Correlation≠causation: causation can only be established through an experiment. 

Norms of Science:  

 Universalism: Different researchers should reach the same conclusion. 

 Communalism: Scientific info must be shared. 

 Dis-interestedness: Place aside personal beliefs-be objective. 

 Organised Scepticism: Subject to peer review. 

 Novelty: Shouldn’t just be repetition.  

Scientific theory Pg. 1 

Study designs Pg. 2 

Heuristics Pg. 4 

ethics Pg. 5 



Converging Evidence: -Connectivity Principle: Knowledge is cumulative-> new theories must 

account for new & old findings Discoveries gradually fit together as Psychology is so complex. 

Current Approaches: biological, cognitive, behavioural, humanist. 

Empiricism: Observation isn’t enough, evidence must be theory driven & systematic, test theories & 

hypotheses. Wilhem Wundt= founding father of experimental psych. 

Falsifiability: Theories must be stated so that predictions proposed can be demonstrated to be 

false. Doesn’t necessarily mean something is false but data can be challenged/supported. Modus 

Tollens: rule of inference; if this then this, if not this then not this. *A problem with Freudian theory 

is that it can’t be falsified-> can’t be tested. 

Verifiability: Scientific knowledge is publically verifiable (peer review), minimal standard for good 

scientific theory.  

Science Practitioner Model: Knowledge, principles and methods of discipline in psych. 

Study Designs: 

Signs bias is hindering evaluation of evidence:  

-wanting 1 side to be ride 

-assume familiar views will be correct 

-ignore evidence opposing your side 

-rate sources by how favourable they’re to your side 

-critical of opposing views but not yours 

Operational Definition of Variables: concepts-> variables. To make it easily distinguishable, 
measurable & understandable. Eg)Intelligence-> WAIS-IV. Put it on a scale, definitions can vary 
& change depending on the measure used.  

Reliability: Consistency of measures. Can be established statistically. 

 Test-retest: of same participant 

 Inter-rater: 

 Alternate form: two similar tests are constructed and participants complete both, 
reliability calculated by correlation 

 Split half: test split into two halves 

Validity: Extent to which a concept/ measurement is well founded & corresponds accurately 

with the world. 

 Construct: adequacy of the operational definition of variables for abstract concepts 

 Face: appears to be measuring what its supposed to 

 Content: were some aspects ignored or were aspects that were supposed to be, 

measured 

HV, LR 
=impossible 

LV,LR= 
Useless 

HR,HL= 
Useable 

HR,LV= 
Useless 



 Predictive: does it predict what its supposed to 

 Concurrent: does the measure relate to another measure that supposed to measure the 

same construct. 

Scientific Method: 

 Propose a theory 

 Derive predictions (hypotheses) 

 Test these predictions by: collecting empirical data, using a falsifiable hypothesis, 

verifying results 

 Modify theory 

WHAT + - 

Experiment: Manipulation of 
variable, control variables 
 

Lab: identify cause & effect, 
Field: Natural 
 

Lab: artificial 
Field: researcher presence can 
influence 

Survey:  
 

quantifiable,  efficient, reveal 
changes in beliefs & habits 

X cause/effect, social 
desirability bias, faulty 
generalisations. 

 


